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1. Is there an approval process:

a. We determined that there wouldn’t be one as it would be over-complex for just

the scientist to use, so a simple add or remove was chosen.

2. In personas, there was a “help page” described.

a. Instead of a help page we will have pop-up assistance for the user.

3. WIll there be instructions on how to add data:

a. Likely on the map page we are going to add instructions for using the map and

adding data.

4. For repeat offenses will student accounts be removed?

a. Both teachers and Jessica have ways to remove students in case of upload

abuse, and their accounts will be tied to their own name and are not anonymous.

5. What fields are required?

a. Coordinates, description of space, size in sq ft of area, x amount of pictures.

Other variables like date added could be considered optional.

6. When a person posts a location, are they and the teachers the only editors?

a. Only the original poster and the moderators/teachers can edit or adjust it, and the

posters will be public.

7. Who adds teachers to the app?

a. Scientists will add teachers and allow them to give students access.

8. For the home page, the main difference will be login and logout. Will there be a broader

difference between a user home page vs the public appearance of the app?

a. It’s a good idea to have users view only their posts, but it could be implemented

better in other areas, but something more about the homepage should be

changed to appear more obvious when the user is logged in.

9. Are teachers supposed to implement information on students one at a time?
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a. The teacher doesn’t have to make an account password, but adding 40

individually is tedious. Mass email input seems the best solution.

10. For logins, one of the users were general audiences. When will it be open to the public?

a. To start they can view websites but not make any changes to the app. In the

future our scientist wants to allow the general public to make their own accounts.

11. For development, is there a way to test mobile apps?

a. We’re thinking of using a mobile friendly website to view it in that context for

testing.

12. Could the general public suggest GSI on a forum? Or could users suggest changes to

past locations?

a. That could be a future addition if we have more time, and a forum/email

accessible place would be helpful for maintaining contact.

13. For public users, would they be able to trace real students' locations there?

a. Should usernames be publicly available on the general public version of the app.

14. Pastel: Focus on responsive design for both data collection and data usage.


